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kill-joy. If I were Mr. Wells I should here see a vision
which is difficult because we are just running into Bristol
and the spectacle of factory horrors is destructive to visions.
„ .  . For Virginia too has a few regions of savagery .
two or three "largests" . . . the largest clay-pipe factory
in the world, for instance. . . *
But we may here get something to eat before plunging
into Tennessee. . . . There may be something open. . .
But it was not to be. . . . By a miracle we arrived
on time—at 11.45—but • * - The patient New Yorker is
making some remarks. . . .
. . , I had better get on with my vision.
I see then this great band of the northern hemisphere—-
and naturally other parts of the southern—closely occupied
with part-timers, prosperous, contented, industrious but not
too industrious, efficient but not by any means too efficient,
outside the arts, crafts, or cultures. With relatively little
attention to intensive cultivation this band could support
and house all the populations of the world. ... It is
astonishing how little ground can support a man. If one
cares to believe the scientists amongst farmers—like the
consulting agrobiologist, Mr. O. W. Willcox of Iowa—the
whole world could be fed off Central Park. ... At least,
that is not exactly what he says, but his message may be
summed up in the words of his Introducer, Mr. Alvin
Johnson. . . . "The ruthless application to the best lands
of the best (agrobiological) methods within our reach would
throw more than four-fifths or more of our farm lands out
of use and expel four-fifths of our farm population from the
open country." ... A vision that I confess to finding
disagreeable. And another scientist wrote to me the other
day to say that in his twenty-by-twenty backyard he had
grown as much wheat as could be produced by ordinary
farming methods on fourteen acres of good limestone
soil. . . .
Well, we should have to stop short of that. . . , And it
must be remembered that food manured with chemical
manures—except guano nitrates—is not the same as food
produced by ordinary intensive cultures, lacking flavour

